Outcome

To finish our work on ‘My Brother is a Superhero
To develop comprehension through answering questions about
Boudicca and her life
To read and analyse books that are structured in different ways
(non-fiction).
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Writing Outcomes

1.

The journey of Iliona – The children will write their
own diary entries pretending to be a Roman slave.

2.

The Secret of Black Rock – Children will write their
own mythical story.

Outcome

To understand start and end times and compare durations
To identify obtuse, acute and right angles.
To Identify horizontal and vertical lines and pairs of perpendicular
and parallel lines.
To recognise and describe 2D and 3D shapes.
To measure, compare, add and subtract mass, volume/capacity.
To learn about temperature and read different scales on
thermometers.
Maths

Reading
Writing Skills learnt
1. We will be practising the following skills in our diary writing:
Exclamation marks, colons, questions, similes, inner thoughts,
metaphors, pathetic fallacy and adjectives.

To develop inference skills.
To identify themes in books.
To infer what characters are feeling.
To predict what might happen next.
To investigate characters.
To develop the skill of summarising.
To develop and widen vocabulary.

2. We will be practising the following skills in our story writing:
repetition, adjectives, conjunctions, adverbs, onomatopoeia, similes,
personification, complex sentences and dialogue.

Topic Outline Year 3 – Summer Term 2

The Roaming Romans

HRE
To understand the
importance of sleep and
exercise.

Outcome
1&2 To gain an understanding of how
email work and how to be safe online
3-7 To be competent at using
PowerPoint and its features and
confident in delivering presentation.

Art/DT

Computing
‘We are communicators’
1&2 To develop an
understanding of how email
works and e-safety
3-7 To use PowerPoint to make
and present to peers a
presentation on a favourite
Roman Subject

Plan, design and
make collage
mosaics. What
makes a good
mosaic? Can I plan
one and then
design in art books.
Can I create my
mosaic using
coloured paper and
then evaluate?

History/Geography
-Iron Age and Bronze Age
-Spread of the Roman Empire
-Hadrian’s Wall
-Celtic warriors
- Roman soldiers
-‘Romanisation’ of Britain: and the
impact of technology, culture and
beliefs, including early Christianity
-Investigate and compare maps of
the UK from the Roman era and
today. Understanding reasons for
road layout.

Outcome
Use maps
Label diagrams/pictures
Write letters from Hadrian’s Wall
Investigate how Britain has changed

1 Problem solving with time
2 Recognise right angles in turns, identify angles in shapes, compare
and draw angles.
3. Describe 2D and 3D shapes in terms of angles and parallel /
perpendicular lines.
4. Measure, compare, add and subtract mass.
5. Measure, compare, add and subtract capacity.
6. Temperature and reading scales on thermometers.
RE/Collective
Worship
What are
important times
for Jewish
people?
Assembly
theme:

Outcome
Children will:


link features of Jewish celebrations with
stories or Jewish beliefs



describe some of the practices associated
with the ‘milestones’ of a Jewish person’s
life and explain any symbolism

Thankfullness

PE/Games
To develop
cooperation, simple
tactics and
movement through
striking and fielding
games.
To develop skills
when performing
different indoor
athletics events.

Outcome
Cricket/Rounders





To understand how to throw, catch and bowl
using variety of techniques.
To be able to play a range of different cricket
shots in a competitive environment.
To recognise some basic rules and how to
apply them in a game of cricket and rounders.

Indoor Athletics


To practise different indoor athletics events
and improve performance of these skills.

